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Let     (Y,T)    be a topological space,  let    y    e Y,  and let 
C(Y,y_)     denote the set of continuous loops in    Y    at    y~.     It 
has long been known that using continuous functions as relating 
functions on    C(Y,y„)    produces an equivalence relation on    C(Y,yQ), 
and that there is a natural binary operation on the resulting 
equivalence classes which makes the equivalence classes a group - 
called the fundamental group of    Y    at    y ,  denoted by 7T1(Y,y()).     In 
this thesis another type of relating functions,   the class of which 
we call an admitting homotopy relation,  is defined and it is  shown 
that these functions also produce a group, which we call the 
N-fundamental group of    Y    with respect to    yQ,  denoted by    N(Y,yQ). 
It is shown that this group satisfies the usual properties of the 
fundamental  group,  and that given a topological space     (Y,T)     and 
yn  f Y,   there is an epimorphism from   7^(Y,yQ)     onto    N(Y,yQ). 
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INTRODUCTION 
Let     (Y,T)    be a topological space, let    y_   £ Y,   and let 
C(Y,yn)    denote the set of continuous loops in   Y    at   y_.    The 
idea of using continuous functions as relating functions on    C(Y,y») 
has long been in existence,   and the resulting hamotopy groups have been 
examined.     In  [1]   another type of relating functions is defined and 
it is shown that these functions also produce a group.    The purpose 
of this thesis is to supply the details necessary to [l]. 
In Chapter I, basic definitions, theorems,  and notation are 
given. 
In Chapter II,  an admitting homotopy relation is defined as a 
class of functions which contains the class of continuous functions 
N 
and certain non-continuous functions.     The relation    ~ on    Y    is 
'0 
defined and shown to be an equivalence relation on    C(Y,y0).     This 
set of equivalence classes,   denoted by    N(Y,yQ),   is then shown to be 
a group. 
In Chapter III,   the fundamental group of    Y    modulo    yQ, 
denoted by "TL (Y,yn),  is defined and it is shown that there is an 
epimorphism from  lL(Xt70)    
onto   N(Y»y0)-    
Also' if    ^X'S^    and 
(Y,T)     are topological spaces  and    xQ e X, yQ e Y,   and    H    is a 
homeomorphism from   X    onto    Y    such that    H(xQ)  = yQ,  it is shown 
that    N(X,xQ)    is isomorphic to   N(Y,y0).    Finally,  a pathwise 
connected topological space is defined,   and it is shown that if     (Y,T) 
is a pathwise connected topological space and   y0>y,   e Y, then 
N(Y,y..)     is isomorphic to    N(Y,y.) 
The author is assuming elementary facts about set theory, 
functions, and the real number system.    The reader is referred to 
[1],   [2],   [kl,  and [$] for definitions and theorems not covered in 
this paper. 
vi 
CHAPTER I 
Definition 1:     A topological space is an ordered pair    (X,T) 
such that    X    is a set,    T    is a collection of subsets of    X,   and each 
of the following is true: 
(i)    * e T, 
(li)    X  e  T, 
(iii)    if    W c  T,   then    U W = U {u |U e wj e  T,   and 
(iv)    if   W c T    and   W   is finite,  then 
0 W = {x|if    U € W,   then    x e UJ  e T. 
The elements  of    T    are called open subsets of    X.     A subset    C    of 
X    is said to be closed provided that    X - C = {x|x e X    and    x / Cj- 
is open. 
Definition 2:     If    M c X    and    p e X,   then    p    is  said to be a 
limit point of    M    provided that if    U    is an open subset of   X 
containing    p,   then    U    contains a point of    M    different from    p. 
Definition 3:    Let     (X,T)    be a topological space and let    M c X. 
The closure of   M, denoted by   M, is the set to which    p   belongs only 
in case    p  s M    or    p    is a limit point of    M.     The interior of    M, 
denoted by    M°,   is the set to which    p    belongs  only in case there is 
a    U e T    such  that    p  e U c M.    The boundary of    M    is    M - M". 
Definition U;    Let     (X,S)    and    (Y,T)    be topological spaces, let 
f:   (X,S) -   (Y,T)     be a function,  let    A c S,   and let    B c T.     Then 
f(A)   = (p|p e  Y    and there exists an    a c A    such that    f(A)   = p}     and 
f_1(B)   -  fq|q  <   X    and    f(q)   e B}. 
Definition g:    Let    (X,S)    and    (Y,T)    be topological spaces.    A 
function    f:   (X,S) -»   (Y,T)    is said to be continuous provided that 
if    U e  T    then    f_1(U)   e S.    A function    f:   (X,S) -  (Y,T)    is said to 
be a homeomorphism provided that    f    is one-to-one,   onto,  if    CT e T, 
then    f"1(ff)  £ S,  and if   V £ S,  then   f(V)  £ T. 
Definition 6;    Let    R   be the set of real numbers.    Let   X    be 
the collection of subsets  of    R    to which    U    belongs provided that if 
p e U,  then there are elements    a,b £ R    such that    a < p < b    and 
if   x £ R    and    a < x < b, then   x c U. 
Theorem 1:    The space     (R,X)    is a topological  space. 
Proof:    Since there are no elements in    *, then    * £ X.    Let 
p £ R.    Then    p-1 < p < p+1.    Let    x £ R   such that   p-1 < x < p+1. 
Then   x £ R.    Hence,    R e \.    Let   W c X.    Let   p e U W.    Then there 
exists a set    U £ W   such that   p e U.    Since   U £ X    there exist 
a,b £ R   such that    a<p<b    and if    xeR    such that    a < x < b, 
then    x £ U.     Let    x £  R    such that    a < x < b.     Then    x £ U.     So 
x £ U W.    Hence,    U W c X.    Let   W c X    such that   W   is a non-empty 
finite set.    Let    p « r W.    Then for each   U £ W   there are numbers 
^    and    by    such that    ay < p < by    and if   x e R   and    ay < x < by 
then    X£U.     Define    A = {ay |U £ w}    and    B = {by|U £ w}.     Let    a    be 
the greatest element of    A   and let    b   be the least element of    B. 
Hence,   a < p < b.     Let    x £ R    such that    a < x < b.     Then for each 
UeW,   aySa<x<bSby    and hence,     x £ U.    Thus,    x  e n W.     Hence, 
P W £ X.    Hence    (R,X)    is a topological space. 
The topology    X    is called the usual topology for the reals. 
Definition 7:     Let    (X,T)    be a topological space and let    A c X. 
Let    T.    be the collection of subsets of    A    to which   U    belongs 
provided that there is an element   V e T    such that   U = V n A. 
Theorem 2;    If     (X,T)    is a topological space and    A c X,   then 
(A,T  )    is a topological space. 
Proof:     Since    4 e T    and    A 0 4 = *,  then    <t> £ T...     Since 
A r X    and    X  e T    and    A P X = A,  then    A E  TA<    Let    W c TA>     If 
U e W,  then there exists   ft, € T    such that    0^ n A = U.    Let 
0- = U  [o.|U e WJ.     Then    9 e T    and    ft P A e T^.    Let    qeffnA.     Then 
q f A    and    q e ft.     Since    q f  ft,   then there exists    U c W    such that 
q e ft..     Now    ft. H A = U    and    q t U.     So    q e  U W.     Let    q e  U W. 
Then there is a    U e W   such that    q e U.    Since    U = fty 0 A,  then 
q e ft,    and    q e  A.     Since    q e  ffy, q e ft,   and    q e   A,   then    q e  0" 0 A. 
Hence,   U W = 0" D A    and    U W € T..     Let    W c TA    such that    W   is a 
non-empty finite set.     If    U c W    then there is an    ©^  t  T    such that 
0"   n A = U.    Let    B ■  (Oj|U € WJ    and let    P = n B.    Then    P e T    and 
P fi A  e T..     Let    p  £ P P A.     Then    p  e P    and    p e A.     Let    U  e W. 
Then    U =  ft.  P A.     Since    p e  P, p 6  6fj,   and since    p e A,   then 
p € ft    P A = U.     So    p e  P W.     Let    p e P W.    Let    M t B.     Then there 
is a    U  e W    such that    <% ' M.     Since    p e  P W    and    U e W,  then 
p € U.     Since    U  = 9jj 0 A, then    p  € 6-y  ■ M.     Since for each    M e B, 
p e M,  then   p c P B = P.    Since   W / *, there is a    V t W.    Since 
V c W,  then    V = av n A.    Since   p £ n W, p £ V   and hence   p £ A. 
Thus    p  e  P P A.     Thus,   P W = P P A.     Hence,   (A,TA)    is a topological 
space. 
The topology   T     is called the relative topology for   A   induced 
by.    T. 
Definition 8s    Let    (X,S)    and (Y,T)    be topological spaces. 
Then    X x Y =   {(x,y) |x e X    and    ye YJ.    The product space of 
(X,S)    and    (Y,T)    is a set    Z = X x Y    and a topology   W   such that 
0- e W   provided that if    (p,q) e ©i then there exists   U e S    and 
V c  T    such that     (p,q)  c U x V c ©".     A set    M    is called a basic open 
set in    W   provided that there exists    U e S    and    V e T    such that 
M « U x  V. 
Notation;    Let    (X,S)    and    (Y,T)    be topological spaces, let 
f:  (X,S) ■*  (Y,T)    be a function and let    A c X.    Then   f |A   is a 
function from     (A,SA)    into    (Y,T)    defined by if    x e A,   then 
f|A(x)   - f(x). 
If    a    and    b    are real numbers and    a < b, then 
[a,b]  = [x|a S x s b}.    Unless otherwise stated, we will assume that 
the topology we are considering on    [a,b]     to be    X[a>b]' 
Also,  if    a,  b,   c,  and d are real numbers such that a < b and 
c < d,  then     [a,b]  x   [c,d]    will be assumed to have the usual product 
topology. 
CHAPTER II 
Definition 9:    Let    N    be the class of functions with the 
following four properties: 
(i)    N    contains the class of all continuous functions, 
(ii)    if    (X,S),   (Y,T),   and    (Z,W)    are topological spaces, 
and    f:  (X,S) -*  (Y,T)    is in N,  and    g:  (Y,T) - (Z,W)    is 
a homeomorphism,  then    gf:  (X,S) ■* (Z,W)    is in    N, 
(iii)    if    (X,S),   (Y,T),   and    (Z,W)    are topological spaces 
and    f:   (X,S) •*  (Y,T)    is a homeomorphism,   and 
g:  (Y,T) - (Z,W)    is in    N,  then   gf:  (X,S) - (Z,W)    is 
in    N,  and 
(iv)     if    a,  b,   c,  d,  a,  and    f    are real numbers such that 
a<b<c<d    and    a < P,   and    (Y,T)    is a topological 
space,   and    f:   [a,d]  x  [a,p] - (Y,T)     is a function such 
that    f|[a,b]x   [a,P]    -
d    f|[c,d]x   [a,P]    
arein    N> 
and    f|.       n       ,    n1    is continuous,   then    f    is in    N. 
|lb,cj  x  LcjjpJ 
Then    N    is called an admitting homotopy relation. 
Theorem 3:    Let    (X,S),   (Y,T), and    (Z,W)    be topological spaces. 
Let    f:   (X,S) - (Y,T)    and    g:  (Y,T) -> (Z,W)    be functions.    Let 
U  i W.     Then    f*(g*CQ)   -   (gf)_1(U). 
Proof:    By Definition h, 
f"1^"1^))  ={q|q « X    and    f(q)   e  g-1(U)j    and 
(gf)_1(U)  = {p|p t X    and    gf(p) £ u}.    Let   x e f_1(g"  (•)). 
Then x e X and f(x) £ g_1(U).  Since f(x) e g_1(U), then 
f(x) c Y and gf(x) e U. But if x e X and gf(x) e U, then 
x e (gf)_1(U). Let x e (gf)_1(U).  Then x e X and gf(x) c U. 
Since    gf(x)   e U,   then    f(x)   e g_1(U).    But if    x e X    and 
f(x) e  g_1(U),  then    x e f'^g'^U)).    Hence,    f-1(g-1(U))  =  (gf)_1(U). 
Theorem It;    Let     (X,S),   (Y,T),   and    (Z,W)    be topological spaces. 
Let    f:  (X,S) - (Y,T)    be continuous and let    g:  (Y,T) - (Z,W)    be 
continuous.    Then    gf    is continuous. 
Proof;    Let    U    be an open set in   W.    Then    g"  (U)    is an open 
set in    T.    Then    f"  (g"  (U))    is an open set in    S.    So 
(gf)-1(U)  = f"1(g"1(U))    is an open set in    S.    Hence,    gf   is 
continuous. 
Theorem $:    Let     (X,S)    and    (Y,T)    be topological spaces.    Let 
f:   (X,S) -*  (Y,T)     be a hameomorphism.     Let    A c X    and let    B = f(A). 
Then    fl.i   (A,SA) - (B,Tg)    is a homeamorphism. 
Proof:    Since   f:  (X,S) ■* (Y,T)    is one-to-one and onto,  and since 
B = f(A),  then   fL:  (A,SA) - (B,TB)    is one-to-one and onto.    Let 
U  e T_.     Then there exists    © e T    such that    U = ©" n B.    Let 
B 
x e (*L)"1^)*    Since   x c (f L)"1^)' there ex±sts   a e u   Bttoh that 
f(x)  - a.    Since    U e Tg,  then    a e B.    Since    f    is one-to-one,  and 
B - f(A),  then    x  e A.     Also,     a e U = » H B c ft     Since    a e ft 
x - f-1(a)  e f_1(»).    Thus, x e f'1^)  n A.    Hence 
(f I   )_1(U)  c f_1(»)   P A.     Let    x e f-1(<y)  P A.     Then    x e f    (&}     and 
x e A.    Since    x e f_1(<3),  There exists    p e 9   such that    f(x)  = p. 
Since    x e  A,   then    p e  B.     Since    p e  <3    and    p  e B,   then 
p  e 9 0 B = U.     So    x = f_1(p)  e f"1(0'f B).     Thus,     x e  (f|A)
_1(U). 
Hence,     f_1(»)   P A c   (f|A)
_1(U).     Therefore,   t"1^) n A =   (f|A)"
1(U). 
Since    f    is a homeomorphism and    ©" c T,   then    f    (9)   £ S.    Thus, 
S,. Let V € S, A A 
(f|.)"1(U) " f"1(Q') r A e . 7 c  .  Then there exists 0 € S 
(A
such that    V =  0 n A.    Let    x 6  f L(V).     Since    x 6  f LOO,   there 
exists    a e V    such that    f(a)   = x.    Since    V e   S,.,   a e A.     Since    f 
is  one-to-one and    B = f(A),   then    x e B.     Also,   a E V = 9 P A c 9. 
Since    a  c &,   then    x = f(a)   € f(9).    Thus,  x e f(0)  n B.     Hence 
f I   (V) c f(0)  n B.    Let   x £ f(0) r B.    Then   x e f(0)    and   x € B. 
Since   x e f(0),  there exists    p t 0   such that    f(p)  = x.    Since 
x e  B, p  € A.     Since    p E 9    and    p  e A,   then    p €  9 n A ■ V. 
So    x - f(p)   e  f(& P A).    Thus, x c f|A(V).    Hence    f(0) fl B c f|A(V). 
Therefore,  f(9)   n B = f LOO.    Since    f    is a homeomorphism and    9" € S, 
then    f(9)   £  T.     Thus,  f L(V)  = f(9) n B £ Tfi.     Hence, 
fl   :   (A,S.) ■+  (B,T_)    is a homeomorphism. 
Theorem 6;    Let    N    be an admitting homotopy relation.     Let 
a,  b,   c,   d,  a,  and 0    be real numbers such that    a<b<c<d    and 
a < 6,  and let     (Y,T)    be a topological space.     Let 
f:   [a,p]  *   [a,d] -» (I,T)    be a function such that    f|[ajp]  „   [ajb] 
^    f|[a,p]   x   [c,d]     *****    N    3nd    f|fa,|5]  *   [b,c]    is 
continuous.     Then    f    is in    N. 
Proof;    Define a function    g:  [a,d]  x  [0,p] - [a,p] 
x [a,d]    by 
if     (x,y)  £   [a,d]   x  [a,PL   then    g(x,y)   ■   (y,x).     Let     (x^)    and 
(x. ,y )    be elements of    [a,d]  « [a,p]    such that    g^&j) = g(x2»72). 
Then    (y1,x1)  - g(x1,y1)  - g(x2,y2)  ■ <72»*2>*    Thus, ^ = y2    and 
JO   = x„.    Hence,   (x, ,y.)  ■ (x.,y.)    and    g   is one-to-one.    Let 
(p,q)   e   Ea,p]   x   [a,d].     Then    (q,p) e   [a,d]   «   [a»p],  and 
g(q>p)  =  (P**!)    a^d   g    is onto.    Let   U    be an open subset of 
[a>p]   *   [a,d].    Let     (u,v)  e g"   (U)    such that    (u,v)    is not on the 
boundary of    [a,d]  x  [a,p].    Then    (v,u)  = g(u,v)  E U.    There exist 
real numbers    h, i,  j,  and k    such that    h < v < i, j < u < k,  and 
(h,i) x  (j,k) c U.    Then    (u,v) e   (j,k) x (h,i) c g_1(U).    Thus    (u,v) 
is an element of a basic open set in the product topology which is 
contained in    g"1(U).    If    (u,v)  e g"1^)    and    (u,v)    is on the 
boundary of    [a,d] x   [a#pl» in a similar manner a basic open set 
containing    (u,v)    contained in    g"  (U)    can be found.    Hence,    g    (U) 
is the union of open sets and hence open.    Let   V    be an open subset 
of    [a,d]  x [a,p].    Let    (r,s) e g(V)    such that    (r,s)    is not on the 
boundary of    [a,p]  
x  [a,d].    Then    (s,r)  - g_1(r,s)  e V.    There exist 
real numbers    h_, l^,  fy and   1^    such that    t^ < s < i^ ^ < P < k^, 
and     (h.,1-)  «   tijfy)  c v-    Then    (r's)   e   (VV  *   (hl'il) c g(V)° 
Thus    (r,s)    is an element of a basic open set in the product topology 
which is contained in    g(V).    If    (r,s)  c g(V)    and    (r,s)    is on the 
boundary of     [a,p]   x   [a,d],  in a similar manner a basic open set 
containing    (r,s)    contained in    g(V)    can be found.    Hence,    g(V)    is 
the union of open sets and hence open.    Hence,  g   is a homeomorphism. 
By Theorem 5,   g|[a,b]   x   [a,p]
:   [a'b]  X  [a'p] "* [a'p]   X  [a,b]    *"* 
g| x   .     Q]:[c,d]   x   [a,p] - [a,p]   x  [c,d]     are homecmorphisms. 
""•    f|tJ] x   [a,b]     «*    f|[a,p]   x  [c,d]    are±n    **"* 
Definition 9(iii),    *|[ajp] „ [a,b] 
g|[a,b] M  [a,p]    ** 
f|[a,P]   x   [c,d]   g|[c,d]  x   [a,p]    
arein    N-     Since    f|[a,p]  x  [b,c] 
is continuous,  then by Theorem k, t|[ajp] x [bjC]  g|[bjC] x [a>?]    ±s 
continuous.    Hence by Definition 9(iv),  fg    is in    N.    Since 
g"      is a homeomorphism, then by Definition 9(iii), f = fgg       is 
in    N. 
Definition 10;    Let     (Y,T)    be a topological space and let 
'0 
e  Y.     Let    I    be the closed interval     [0,1]    and let    C(Y,yn)    be 0' 
the set of all continuous    f: I - Y   such that   f(0)  ■ yQ = f(l).    Let 
N    be an admitting homotopy relation.    Let    f,g e  C(Y,yQ).    We say 
that    f    is    N-homotopic   to    g    modulo    y„,  denoted by    f ~ g,  provided 
*0 
there is a function    Fl I * I -»■ I   in    N    such that if   x € I    and 
t e  I,   then    F(x,0)   - f(x),  F(x,l)   = g(x),   and    F(0,t)  = yQ = F(l,t). 
Definition 11;    Let    S   be a set.    Then a relation    ~    on    S   is 
said to be an equivalence relation if each of the following is true: 
(i)    if    x e S, then   x ~ x, 
(ii)    if   x,y c S    and   x ~ y,  then    y ~ x, and 
(iii)    if    x,y,z e S    and    x ~ y    and    y ~ z,  then    x ~ z. 
10 
Theorem 7:     Let    S    be a set.    Let be an equivalence relation 
on    S.     Then there exists a collection    C    of disjoint non-empty 
subsets of    S    such that    U C  = S    and 
(i)     if    c  e  C    and    3-i>sn  £ c>  then    s D2' 
(ii)    if    c,d e C    and    c / d    and    &.   ec    and    s     e d, 
then it is not the case that    s..   ~ s?, 
(iii)     if    s.,s, t  S    and    a,   ~  s„, then there is a    c e C 
such that    s..  £ c    and    s_ e c, 
(iv)    if    s,,sp e S   and it is not the case that    s1 ~ s2, 
then there does not exist    c E C     such that     s.   £ c 
and    s_ t c. 
Moreover,  there is only one such collection. 
Proof;    Define    C    by   c e C   if and only if    c    is not empty 
and if    s,,s? e c, then    s1 ~ s„    and if    a, e c    and    s2 / c,  then 
it is not the case that    a, " s2-    Let    a £ S.    Let 
c   = js |s  e S    and    s ~ aj.     Since    a -  a,  a e  c    and    c    is non-empty. 
Let    s  ,s     c c.     Then    s1 ~ a,   s2 ~ a,   and hence    s-L ~ Sg.     Let 
s.   £ c    and let    s2 / c.    Assume    a^ ~ s2-    Then    s2 £ c, which is 
bad.    Thus, it is not the case that    s1 ~ Bg.    Hence, c £ C.    Let 
s £ U C.    Then there exists    c £ 0    such that    s £ c.    Since    c c S, 
s E S.    Hence,  U C c 8.    Let   s £ S.    Since    s ~ s,  then    s E C. 
Hence,     c  £ C    and    s £ C.     Thus,  S c  U C.    Therefore, U C   = S.     By 
the definition of   C, it is clear that  (i) is true.    Let    c,d E C 
such that    c / d.    Let    ^ c o    and let    s2 £ d.    Assume    s± ~ Bg. 
Then if   x E d,  (L  ~ x    and   x £ c.    Thus    dec.    Also, if   y £ c, 
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s0 ~ y    and   y £ d.    Thus    c c d.    Hence    c  = d, which is bad. 
Therefore,   it is not the case that    s    ~  s„.     Thus (ii) is true. 
Since    c  = \_s|s e S    and   s ~ aj, it is clear that (iii) is true. 
Let    s-i>s? e 2    such that it is not the case that    s^ ~ s2«    Assume 
there exists    c e  C    such that    s,   e c    and    sec.     Then    s..   ~ s„, 
which is bad.    Hence, there does not exist    e e 0 such that    s..  e c 
and    s„   e c.     Thus   (iv) is true.     Let    a,b e C    such that    a / b. 
Assume    a P b / *.     Then there exists some    s  e  S    such that    sea 
and    s e b.    Hence if   x e a,  s ~ x, and if   y e b,  s ~ y.    Thus 
x ~ y    and   a = b, which is bad.    Therefore    a 0 b = <t>   and the 
elements of    C    are disjoint.    Assume that there are two collections 
of disjoint non-empty subsets of    S, C»    and    C2,  such that   C^ / C2, 
U O.   = S,  U C    = S,  and (i),  (ii),  (iii),  and (iv) hold.    Let    s e S. 
Then there exists    a e C.     and    b e C2    such that    sea    and    s e b. 
If   x e a,  then    s ~ x.    If   y e b,  s ~ y.    Thus   x ~ y    and hence, 
a = b.    Therefore,  C1 = Og, which is bad.    Hence, there is only one 
such collection. 
Definition 12:    The set   C    in Theorem 7 is called the set of 
equivalence classes on    S    given by_    ~. 
Theorem 8:    Let    (Y,T)    be a topological space and let   yQ e Y. 
The relation   ~      is an equivalence relation on    C(Y,yQ). 
y0 
Proof;    Let    f e C(Y,yQ).    Define a function    F: I x I * Y   by 
if    x e I    and    t e I,   then    F(x,t)   = f(x).    Define a function 
g:Ixl-I    by if   x e I    and   t e  I,  then    g(x,t)  - x.    Let    ft 
be an open subset of    I.    Then   g'V)  = & * I   is open and in    I x I. 
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So    g   is continuous.    Now    F(x,t)  ■ f(g(x,t))  ■ f(x)    and since    f 
is continuous,  then by Theorem k> F   is continuous.    Hence,  F   is in 
N N.    Hence, by Definition 10,  f ~ f. 
y° N Let    f,g e C(Y,yn)    and suppose that    f ~ g.    Then there is an 
o y0 
element    Fl I * I * I    in    N    such that if    xel    and    t e I,   then 
F(x,0)  = f(x), F(x,l) ■ g(x),  and    F(0,t)  ■ yQ - F(l,t).    Define 
G: I x I -* Y   by if    (x,t)  e I x I,  then    G(x,t) - F (x,l-t).    If 
x £ I,  then    G(x,0)  = F(x,l)  = g(x)    and    G(x,l)  - F(x,0)  = f(x), 
and if    t e I,  then    G(0,t)  = F(0,l-t)  = yQ = F(l,l-t) = G(l,t). 
Define    K: I x I - I * I    by if    (x,t) e I * I, then   K(x,t) = (x,l-t). 
Let    (x,,y,)    and    (x.,y )    be elements of    I x I    such that 
K(x1,y1)  = K(x2,y2).    Then    (x^l-y^ - KCx^)  = K(x2,y2) = (x2,l-y2). 
Thus, ^ = x2    and    1-y^ = 1- y2   and   y± = y2>    Hence, 
(x1,y1)  ■  (x?,y?)    and   K    is one-to-one.    Let    (p,q) tI*L    Then 
(p,l-q)  £  I x I    and    K(p,l-q)   = (p,q)    and    K    is onto.    Let    U    be 
an open subset of    I x I.    Let    (u,v)  £ K-1(U)    such that    (u,v)    is 
not on the boundary of   I x I.    Then    (u,l-v) - K(u,v) £ U.    There 
exist real numbers h,  i,  j,   and k such that    h < u < i,  j < 1-v < k, 
and    (h,i)  x  (j,k) c U.    Then    (u,v)  £  (h,i) x (l-k,l-j) c K" (U). 
Thus    (u,v)    is an element of a basic open set in the product 
topology which is contained in    K-1(U).    If    (u,v) e K" (U)    and 
(u,v)    is on the boundary of    I x I, in a simlar manner a basic open 
set containing    (u,v)    contained in   K_1(U)    can be found.    Hence, 
K-1(U)     is the union of open sets and hence open.    Let    V    be an open 
set of    I x  I.    Let     (r,s)   £ K(V)    such that    (r,s)    is not on the 
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boundary of    1*1.    Then    (r,l-s)  = K"  (r,s) e V.    There exist real 
numbers    h,, i-,,  j,,  and   k^    such that    1^.  < r < i.., J_< 1-s < It-, 
and    (\J3-J_) x  (j^^) = V.    Then 
(r,s)   e   (h.,1.)   x   (1-1^,1-j   ) C K(V).     Thus     (r,s)    is an element 
of a basic   open set in the product topology which is contained in 
K(V).     If     (r,s)   e K(V)    and    (r,s)    is on the boundary of    I x I, 
in a similar manner a basic open set containing    (r,s)    contained 
in    K(V)    can be found.    Hence, K(V)    is the union of open sets and 
hence open.     Hence,  K    is a homeomorphism.    Thus,  by Definition 
9(iii),  PTC    is in    N.    But if    (x,t)  el*lj  then 
G(x,t)   - F(x,l-t)   ■ FK(x,t).    Hence,  by Definition 9(iii),   G    is in    N. 
N  „ Hence,   g ~ f. 
0 N N 
Let f,g,h e C(Y,y0) and suppose that f ~ g and g ~ h.  Then 
'0 '0 
there are elements    F,G: I » I - Y   in   N    such that if   x 6 I    and 
t c  I,   then    F(x,0)   = f(x),   F(x,l)   - g(x),  and    F(0,t)  = yQ = F(l,t), 
and    G(x,0)  = g(x),  G(x,l)  ■ h(x),  and    G(0,t)  = yQ = G(l,t). 
Define    H: I * I - Y   by if    (x,t)  j I * I,  then 
r*p(x,ut)    if x £ i, o«t«iA 
H(x,t)   =  )g(x) if   x c I, lA « t S 3/U. 
U(x,i.t-3)    if   x c I,  3/U s t S 1 
Define    a: I x [0,lAl - * x I    by if    (x,t)  £ I x [0,l/U]    then 
a(x,t)   =   (x,Ut),   and define    ?: I *   [3/U,l] - I x I    by if 
(x,t)  £ I x  [3/li,l]    then    P(x,t)  = (x,Ut-3).    Then 
H|l x  [0,1/U]   " F°    -    H|l >«  [3A,1]  = *'    ^    (X3'y3)    "* 
(x, ,y, )    be elements of    I *  [0,1/M    such that    a(x3,y3) = atyt^h 
m 
Then    (xyUy^)  ■ a(x3,y3)   ■ a(x^,y^)   = (x, ,%. ).     Thus,  x    = x,     and 
y, ■ yi •    Hence,   (x,,y^) ■ (x. ,y, )    and   a    is one-to-one.    Let 
(Pj^)  e I x I,     Then     (p^/U)   e  I x  [0,l/U],  and 
c(p.. ,q,/h)   =   (p..,q..)    and    a    is onto.    Let    U    be an open subset 
of    I x I.     Let    (u,,v  )  e a"   (U)     such that     (u_,V_)    is not on the 
boundary of    I x   [0,l/lj].     Then    (u.,Uv )   = atajV)   c U.     There 
exist real numbers    h„, i„, j„, and    k_    such that    h„ < IL,  < ±2> 
j2 < hv1 < k2, and    (h2,i2) x (j2,k2) c U.    Then 
(y.)   e   (h2,i2)  x   (j^jkg/U) c a
_1(U).     Thus     (IL^)     is an 
element of a basic  open set in the product topology which is contained 
in    a_1(U).     If    (u1,v1)  c a
_1(U)     and    (u^^)    is on the boundary 
of    I x   [0,l/U],  in a similar manner a basic  open set containing 
(IL ,v   )    contained in    a     (U)    can be found.     Hence,   a"  (U)    is the 
union of open sets and hence open.    Let   V    be an open subset of 
I x  [0,1/]*].    Let    (r ,s  )  e a(V)    such that    (r^s^    is not on the 
boundary of    I x I.    Then    (r^s^U)  ■ a"1^^) e V.    There exist 
real numbers    h , i., j  , and    k^   such that   \i^ < r^ < iy 
J3 < SlA < ky   and     (h3,i3)  x   (j^) c V.     Then 
(r1)Sl)   e   (h3,i3)   x   (Uj3,Uk3) c 8(V).     Thus    (l^)    is an element 
of a basic open set in the product topology which is contained in 
a(V).     If    (r1,s1)   e a(V)    and    (r^)    is on the boundary of    I x I, 
in a sijnilar manner a basic open set containing    (P^SJ)    contained 
in    a(V)    can be found.    Hence, a(V)    is the union of open sets and 
hence open.    Hence, a    is a hcmeomorphism.    In a siMlar manner it 
can be shown that    B    is a homeonorphism.    Since    F    and    G    are in    N 
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and    a    and    p    are homeomorphisms,   then by Definition 9(111), 
H|l x  [0,1/U]  = Fa    **   H|l *  [3A,1]  = °P    ^ ±n   N'    SinCe    g    ±S 
continuous, then    H|T      ■>. /,   ,/, ■,    is continuous.    Hence by Theorem 6, 
H    is in    N.     Now if    x e  I    then    H(x,0)   ■ F(x,0)   = f(x)    and 
H(x,l)   = G(x,l)   = h(x).    Also,  if    t  e  I    then 
fF(0,Ut) if 0 S t S lA 
H(o,t) = / g(o) if iA « t $3A ■ y0> 
(_G(0,Ut-3) if 3A « t € 1 
and 
{F(l,Ut) if 0 S t S lA 
g(i) if iA « t s 3A = y0- 
G(l,Ut-3) if 3A * * * 1 
Therefore, f ~ h.    Hence, ~   is an equivalence relation on    C(Y,yQ). 
y0 yo 
Definition 13!     A group is an ordered pair    (G,»)    such that 
G    is a non-empty set,  •    is a binary operation on    G, and each of the 
following is true: 
(i)    if    a,b,c   e G,  then    (a-b)-c  = a-(b-c), 
(ii)    if    a c G,  then there is    e c G   such that    a.e = a, and 
(iii)    if    a e G,   then there is    a"    e G    such that    a^a      = e. 
Definition lU:    Let    (0,0    and    (H,*)    be groups.    A homomorphism 
from    (0,0    into    (H,*)    is a function    a   from    (0,0    to    (H,*) 
such that if    g.,g2  S  G,   then    a(gL'g2)   = a(&j_)  * a(g2). 
Definition 1$:    Let    (G, 0    «"*    (H»*)    be groups and let    a 
be a homomorphism from    (G, •)    into    (H,*). 
(i)    If    a    is onto,  then    a    is called an epimorphism. 
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(ii)    If    o    is one-to-one and    a    is an epimorphism,  then 
a    is called an isomorphism. 
Definition 16:    Let    (Y,T)    be a topological space, let 
y    i Y, and let    f,g e C(Y,yQ).    Then    f*Ng   is the function in 
C(Y,y0)    defined by if   x e I,  then 
f (Ipc)        if 0 « x « l/U 
(f*Ng)(x) ={ y0 if lA 3A. 
g(Ux-3)    if 3A « x S 1 
By Theorem 7,  the equivalence relation   ~     breaks   C(Y,y )    into 
disjoint classes.    Let    N(Y,y )    be this set of equivalence classes 
on   Y.    Let    [f],[g]  e N(Y,yQ).    Then we define    [f]-[g]    to be 
[fV3- 
Theorem 9;    If    (Y,T)    is a topological space, yQ e Y,  and 
[f],[g] € N(Y,yQ), then    [f]«[g]    is well-defined. 
Proof;    Let     (Y,T)    be a topological space and let    yQ f Y.     Let 
[f],[g]   « N(Y,yQ).    Let    f^fg 6   [f]    and let    g^g., e   [g].     Since 
f ,f    e  [f],  there a function   F: I x I - Y   in   N    such that if 
x e  I    and    t £ I,   then    F(x,0)   ■ f^x),   F(x,l)   = f,,(x),  and 
F(0)t)   = yQ =  F(l,t).     Since    fyfy e   [g],   there is a function 
G: I  x  I - Y    in    N    such that if    x e   I    and    t e  I,   then 
G(x,0)   - g1(x),   G(x,l)   - g2(x),  and    9(0,t)  ■ Y0 - Bft.t).     Define 
a function    H:  I  M  I - Y    by if    (x,t)   e I * I,  then 
fF(hx,t) if 0 S x S lA, t £ I 
H(x,t)  = J yQ if 1/U ^ x 5 3A, t £ I. 
I G(Ux-3,t)    if 3A < x € 1, t £ I 
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Then if    x e  I, 
"F(bc,0) 
H(x,0)  = 7 y. 
and 
G(bc-3,0) 
rnhx,D 
f,OpO 
g1(ltx-3) 
«VA)W- 
H(x,l)   = J 
G(hx-3,D 
■ (f2*Ng2)(x)j 
.ggdix-3) 
and if    t £ I,  then    H(0,t)  = F(0,t)  - yQ = G(l,t) = H(l,t).    Since 
F(l,t)   = yn    and    G(0,t)  = yn,   H    is well-defined.     Define 
h:   [0,l/U]   *  I - I *  I    by if 0 ? x S l/U and    t e I,   then 
h(x,t)   =  (hx,t),  and define    k:  [3/U,l] x I - I x I    by if 3A « x « 1 
and    t c I,  then   k(x,t) =  (Lix-3,t).    Then    H|Q0^l/U] x I 
= ***    and 
Hlr./,   i] x j ' 
Gk-    Let    ^V7^    and    (x2'y2*    be elements of 
[0,l/U] * I    such that    htx^y^  ■ h(x2,y2).    Then 
OP^ITJ)  = h(x1,y1)  • h(x2,y2) ■  (Lpc2,y2).    Thus, ^ = x?    and 
y,  = jr..    Hence    fo^) =  (x2>y2)    and    h   is one-to-one.    Let 
(p,q)  e I * I.    Then    (p/k,l)  e  [0,1/1;]  x x> and   l*(pA,q)  = <P>q) 
and    h    is onto.     Let    U    be an open subset of    I x I.    Let 
(u,v)  e h_1(U)    such that    (u,v)    is not on the boundary of 
[0,1/U]  x  i.     Then     (ltu,v) - h(u,v)   e U.     There exist real numbers 
h,,  i1,   j,,   and    kj    such that    ^ < Uu < 1^  jj < v < ^_,   and 
(h^lj) *  (JjA> c U.    Then    (u,v)  e (h^ijA) x ^.1^) c h"  (*>• 
Thus     (u,v)     is an element of a basic open set in the product topology 
which is contained in    h_1(U).     If    (u,v)   c h_1(U)    and    (u,v)     is 
on the boundary of    [0,lAJ * *> to a s±milar manner * baSi° °P6n Set 
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containing (u,v) contained in h" (U) can be found. Hence, h_1(U) 
is the union of open sets and hence open. Let V be an open subset 
of [0,l/U] * I. Let (r,s) e h(V) such that (r,s) is not on the 
boundary of I x I, Then (r/U,s) ■ h" (r,s) e V. There exist real 
numbers h_, i„, j„, and k„ such that h? < r/U < i , j? < s < k., 
and    (h0,ij  x (j  ,k_) c V.    Then    (r,s)  e  (Uh.,Ui0) x  (J.,k.) c h(V). *2'~2J '2'  2 2'   2' 
Thus    (r,s)    is an element of a basic open set in the product topology 
which is contained in   h(V).    If    (r,s)  e h(V)    and    (r,s)    is on the 
boundary of    I * I,   in a similar manner a basic open set containing 
(r,s)    contained in    h(V)    can be found.    Hence,  h(V)    is the union 
of open sets and hence open.     Hence,  h    is a homeomorphism.     In a 
similar manner it can be shown that    k   is a homeomorphism.    Since 
F    and    G    are in    N    and    h    and    k    are homeomorphisms,   then by 
Definition 9(iii),  U\[o>l/k] , j ■ ™    and    H\[3/h>l] x T ■ G* 
are in    N.     Since    Hj^^j   x j - 7Q,   then    ^[l/h)3/h]  x T 
is continuous.    Hence, by Definition 9(iv), H    is in    N.    Thus, 
flVl f0
f2%g2«    Therefore>   tflVl]   =  [f2;;Ng2]    ""* henC6' 
[f]«[g]    is well-defined. 
Theorem 10:    Let     (X,S)    and     (Y,T)    be topological  spaces.     Let 
F:   (X,S) ■*   (Y,T)    be a function.     Let    A    and    B    be closed subsets 
of   X    such that    A u B - X.    Let    F|A:  (A,SA) - (I,T)    and 
F|_:  (B.S.,) ■♦  (Y,T)    be continuous.    Then    F   is continuous. 
IB 6 
Proof;     Let    U  e  T.     Since    FL:   (A,SA) -   (T,T)    and 
Fl   :   (B,S  ) -   (Y,T)    are continuous,   then    (F|A)~   (
u)   e SA 
(FL)_1(U)   €  S_.     Since     (FL)"1^)   £ S ,  there exists    ftj_  c S    such 
and 
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that & n A = (FjA)
_1(U). Since  (Fl )_1(U) e S , there exists 
ft. e S such that ft, n B = (F|T3)"
1(U). Since A is closed, X - A E S, 
and since B is closed, X - B E S. Let p E (Fl )-1(U) U (FL)"1^). 
If p E A but p / B, then p e X - B e S. Hence there exists 
Vn e S such that p e  V c X - B.  Since  (Fl .)"
1(U) = ft. 0 A, then 
X X IA X 
p c  ft..     Thus    p c V    0 ft   c F    (U).     If   p £ B    but    p / A, then 
p c X -  A £  S.     Hence there exists    V    E S    such that 
p E  V    c X -  A.     Since     (F|B)
_1(U)   = &2 n B,  then    p  £ ftg. 
p E  V2 n ft, c  F
-1(U).     If    p £ A P B,   then    p E (^ 0 ft2 c F
-1(U). 
Thus    (F|A)
-1(U) U (FL)"1^) c F_1(U).    Let    q £ F_1(U).    Since 
X  = A U B,   q £ A U B.     If    q £ A,   then    q £   (F|A)
_1(U).    If    q £ B, 
Thus 
-1, v-1/ then    q e   (F|B)"
1(U).     Hence,  q £   (F|A)"-
L(U)   U (F|B)"  (U).     Thus, 
a-l« v-1/ ,-1/ F-J-(U) c  (F|A)"J-(U) U (F|B)    (U).    Therefore, 
F-1(U)   =   (F|A)
_1(U)  ll  (F|B)"
1(U).     Hence,  F_1(U)   £  S    and    F    is 
continuous. 
Corollary 1:    Let     (X,S)    and     (Y,T)    be topological spaces, 
let 1 < n $ S,  and let    F:  (X,S) - (Y,T)    be a function.    Let 
A. ,   A ,...,   A      be closed subsets of    X    such that 
A,_ U A2 I)  ...   U An = X    and    P|.   t   (A^S.  ) + (Y,T), 
Fj^:   (i^S    ) -  (Y,T),   F|    I   (A^) *   (Y,T),   F|y   (A^) -  (Y,T), 
and Fl     :   (AC,S    ) ■»  (Y,T)    are continuous.     Then    F    is continuous. |A^      3    A^ 
Proof;     Let    B = A- U A^     By Theorem 10,  F|B:   (B,Sg) -  (Y,T) 
is continuous.     Let    C  = B U ky    By Theorem 10,   Fjc:   (C,SC) -»  (Y,T) 
is continuous.     Let    D = C U A^.    By Theorem 10,  F|D:   (D.Sp) -  (Y,T) 
is continuous.     Let    E = D U A^.    By Theorem 10,   F|E:   (K,^) -  (Y,T) 
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is continuous.    Therefore, F    is continuous. 
Definition 17:    Let    (Y, T)    be a topological space and let 
y.   i   Y.     The identity element of    N(Y,yn),  denoted by    [e],  is the 
equivalence class which contains the function    e:  I -» Y    defined by 
if   x c I,  then    e(x)  = yQ. 
Theorem 11:     If     (Y,T)    is a topological space, yQ e. Y,  and 
[f]  e N(Y,yQ),  then    [f].[e]  =  [f]. 
Proof:     Let    (Y,T)     be a topological space, let    y    c Y,   and 
let    [f]  € N(Y,yQ).    Let    A ■ j (x,t) | (x,t)  e I * I    and   x ? -^ij . 
Let    B =|(x,t)|(x,t)   E  I x I    and    x 9 ^jjM .    Let    S    be the 
usual product topology on    IK I.     Define a function    F:  I x I ■* Y 
by if    (x,t)  e I * I, then 
I y„ otherwise 
Define    h:   (A,SA) -  (I,Xj)    by if    (x,t)  e I * I,  then    h(x,t)   = -j^-. 
Let    Ue   L.     Let    (p,q)   e  h_1(U).     Suppose     (p,q)    is not on the 
boundary of    A.    Let    z  - h(p,q).     Since    (p,q)    is not on the boundary 
of   A,  z / 0    and    z / 1.    Since    2 e U e >-,  there is an element 
8- t X    such that    U = & P I.    Since    z e 0 c X,  then by Definition 
6, there are numbers    a,b t I    such that    z e  (a,b) c fr.    Let 
9 = min fz-a,   b-z, §, ^ j •    Then    9 > 0,  z-9 > 0,  and 
z t  (z-9,z+e)  c U.    Since   p >0    and    z-9 > 0,  if   q ? l/3, then 
(3q-l)(z-9)+)iP 5 0.     Let 0 < q < l/3-     Then    9q'--l < 0.     Assume 
(3q-l)(z-9)+Up < 0.     Since    z - h(p,q)   ■ 3^-,  if    (3q-D(z-0)+Up < 0, 
then 
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(3q_1)(3q?T "   7  +hp K °>  md    Up^?i1?  "  e(3q-D+Up < 0,  and 
i|^£ -  e(3q-l)   * mggl < 0,   and 
fg - e(3q-l) < C,  and    **H>(3q-lj(3q+l? < 0>  ^ 
2lipq-9(3q-l)(3q+l) < 0,  and    2l±pq-9(9q2-l) < 0, which is bad. 
Hence, if 0 < q < 1/3, it is not the case that    (3q-l)(z-9)+Up < 0. 
Hence, in either case    (3q-l)(z-8)-»Up ? 0.    Let 
J(pjq)  .  ( ttffiMf >«fr ,   imilgmil       and let 
(3q-l)(z+9)+Up 
Since    z  = h(p,q)  = ,"|P ,  then it is the case that 
(3q+D(z-9)+Up  =   (3q+l) I 3q+l )  +Up u Up-9(3q+D+Up . 
T T 
8p-8(3q+l) < 8p+9(3q+l)  . Up+9(3q+D+Up . 
0 * 8 0 
(3q+D 1 3q+i " °1 +hx> n (3q+D(z»9)+Up_ 
Hence,  p c J 
(P,q)- 
Since    9 > 0,  q > 0,  and    p > 0,   then    q -  2^9(3^1)    < q# 
Also,  since    z  = h(p,q)  ■  ■gSi, then it is the case that 
/UP   , Q\ 
(3q-l)(z+8)+Up = (3q-i)l 3g+i     V +UP _ 
KM        - 6(^9j 
/Up±e(3q^A       Up(3q*i)     (3q-iHUp+8(3g+i))+Up(3q+i) 
(3q-l) 1       3q+l      )    +        3q+l 3q+l  
6 ^3q+i        3q 
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(3q-i)(Up+e(3q+i))+ltf>(3q+i) . i2pg-Up+9(3q-i)(3q+i)+i2pg+Up 
6(lp+fi(5q+i)) ^" 2J)p+6o(3q+i) — —   
= 
?Upq+e(3q-l)(3q+l) _ 2Upq o(3q-D(3q+i) 
2Up+60(3q+l) 2Up+69(3q+l)      2Up+69(3q+l)    " 
q .    6g9(3q:l)       ,   9(3q;l)(3q-l)   _       ,   9(3q+l)(3q-l-6q)  _ 
q       2Up+6e(3q+l)       2UP+69t3q+l) 
q 2ltp+6e(3q+l) 
9(3q+lH-l-3q)   _ G(3q+l)(3q+l)   , - 
q 2Up+6G(3q+li        q      2Up-69(3q+l) q* 
Since    (p,q) e A,  then   Up S 3q+l> and thus 
2Up-69(3q+l) 5 6(3q+l)-69(3q+l).    Also,  since    9 < 1    and    q > 0, 
then   6(3q+l)-6e(3q+l) > 0. 
If    1  = min   i 1,   '•"'* 7t''~r,\
f  ""f >  .   then since is not 
the boundary 
a " h(p,q)  ■ ^+1 
fl,   (iS^iS||l!k| ,     (p,q)    on 
of    A,  q < 1    and thus   q < min (1,  <^"||fo)^ ]  • 
6(z-9) J    ' 
„ (»-ijffi*p jq-3 
,  it is the case that 
then since 
hi 
(3q-l)(z-9)+Up . (3q-iH 3g+i 
6(z-9) 
«L 
v3q ̂ T 
ID. 
/Up-9(3q+i) \       Up(3q+D     (3g-i)(Up-e(3q^i))*Up(3q*i) 
(3q-i) I     3q+i     /   *      3q+i    _ _ 3g+i 
° (,3q+l 3q*l  // H*=T^J 
(3q-i)(Up-9(3g+i))+Up(3q+i) - i2pg-Up-e(3q*i)(3q-i)+i2pq*Up . 
6(Up-9(3q+l)) ~ 2Up-69(3q+i; 
2Upq-e(3q^l)(3q-l)   . 2Upq _  9pg+l)(3g-l) . 
2Up-6o(3q+i) 2Up-69(3q+i;    2Up-68(3q+i; 
-   .     6q9(3q+l) 9(3q*l)(3q-D      a   ,   9(3q+l)(l-3q+6q) _ 
q + 2liP-69f3q+l)  " 2Up-69(3Vl)    " q 2Up-o9(3q+i; 
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Hence,  q < min   f 1,   (3q"%|gffi+
UP]   .    Thus, q e K 
(p,q)' 
Therefore, (p,q) e J,  » x K,  ».  Since q > 0, z-6 > 0, and 
p > 0, then (3q+l)(z-9)+Up > 0. 
Let  (a,b) e J(pjq) x K(pjq). Then h(a,b) = ^-, Ua S 3b+l, 
(3q+l)(z-9)+Up < a « (3q+l)(z+9)+Up? ^ 
If   (3n)(z-e)^ . min |x> (3q-i)(_z-e)^Pj § then 
|"(3q+l)(z-9)+Up1 < ha Jfo+lKz^Vj § 
[(3qlji:;rUp]<3b<[(3qlJfe)?+Up]> 
r(3q-l)(z+9)+Up+2(z+9)1 < 3b+1 <    r(3q-l)(z-0)+Up+2(z-9)l 
2(z+9) i [ 2(z-9) 
and 
and 
,  and 
f(3q M)(z -e)+Up 
2 
(3q a   a -»Kp 
2(z- 9) 
<_ka_< 
3b+l 
(3q+l)(z+6)+Up' 
2 
(3q+l)(z+0)+IIp" 
2(z+9) 
, and 
P 3q+l)(z-9)+Up 2(8-9) 1        Ua 2 •   (3q+l)(z-0)^P 3b+l < 
and    (z-9) 
r(3q-H)(z^9)+Up 2(?+°>       1 
L 2 *   (3q+lJ(z+eMpj   ' 
r(3q^l)(z-9UUp] < _^a    <  rpq^lKz.eUUpl (       } 
[(3q+l)(z-9)+Up        3b+l      L(3q+D(z+9)+UpJ 
(«-e) <3^< (z*e). 
Since    b < 1,   then    3b+l < k> 
K:- {i. ^na;**} • «- i < (Mi;fef *. - 
2h 
3b+1 [' 
(3q-l)(z-0)+Lip+2(z-0) 
?(z-0) 
3q+l)(z-0?+Up1     — 
2(z-0) 
;3q+l)(z-9)+Up 
Dunnz^s 
2(z-9) 
(3q+l)(z-9)+Up 
U 
3b+1 
(3q+D(z+9)+Up 
2 
X3q+HIiHHE 
2(z+9) 
and 
(z-e) 
(z-o) 
[ (3q+D(z-9)+Up J      3b+l (z+9),  and thus 
Ua 
3b+l 
(z+0). 
Hence, in either case,   (z-9) < ^rr < (z+9).    Hence, 3b+1 
(z-9) < h(a,b) < (z+9)    and   h(a,b)  e U.    Thus, h(J(p>q) * 
K(Pjq)) 
c U- 
Hence,   (p,q)   e   J(pjq)  « K(p>q) h"
X(U).    If    (p,q)    is 
there is an element   V, 
the 
of    S, boundary of    A,  then similarly t ere i  an ele ent    v(Pjq)    
Ui    "A 
such that     (p,q)   e V(pjq)  C h'^U).     Thus, iT^U)    is the union of 
elements of    S^.     Hence,  h_1(U)    is in    SA>    Hence, 
h:  (A,S ) -* (I,\)    is continuous.    Hence, by Theorem U, 
fh:  (A,S ) - Y    is continuous.    Define    g:  (B,SB) - Y   by if   b e B, 
then    g(b)  = yQ.    Let   U  6 T.    Then either   yQ e U   or   yQ / U. 
If    yn e U,   then    g'^yj   " B    and    g
_1(U)   = g_1(y0)  = B e S^    If 
y   /U,  then    g"1^) - * € Sg.     In either case,  g    (U)   e Sg.     Hence, 
g is continuous. Hence, F|A = fh is continuous and F|B = g is 
continuous. By Theorem 10, F is continuous. Hence, F is in N. 
Also, if   x e I    then 
F(X,O) - (-f(Ux)  if osxsiA      = tftyHW, 
\ y otherwise 
F(x,l)   - f(x),  and if    t  e  I,  F(0,t)   - f(0)   - yQ - *<«   " «!,*)• 
Thus, f-"„e ~ f.    Therefore,  [f]-[e]  - [f]. 
N    y 
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Definition 18;    Let    (Y,T)     be a topological space and let 
y0 e Y.    If    [f]  e N(Y,yQ),  then    [f]"
1    is the element of   N(Y,y ) 
containing the function    g: I ■+ Y   defined by if   t e I,  then 
g(t)  • f(l-t). 
Theorem 12:     If     (Y,T)    is a topological  space,  yn e  Y,   and 0 
-1 
If]   t  N(Y,yn),   then    [f]-[f]       "  [e]. 
Proof:    Let     (Y,T)    be a topological space,  let    yQ e Y,  and 
let     [f]   e  N(Y,yQ).     Let    A -  {(x,t)|(x,t)   e I x I    and    x *s *£. J . 
Let    B  = {(x,t)|(x,t)   e I x I    and    x ? -j^] .    Let 
Let    C  = {(x,t)|(x,t)   €  I x I    and    ijj* « x -< ^ }  .Let    S    be the 
usual product topology on    I * I.     Define a function    G: I  x I - Y 
by if    (x,t)  (I x I,  then 
if   x 
1-t 
U 
, 0 S x S l/k, 0 « t < 1 
otherwise 
f (igk)   if x ? ijl, 3A ^ x ? i, o ? t < i 
Define g: (A,S.) ■+ (I,XT) by if (x,t) £ A, then g(x,t) = j-£. 
Define h: (B,Sj - (I,>j) by if (x,t) E B, then h(x,t) ■ jgjai. 
In a manner similar to that of Theorem 11 it can be shown that g 
and h are continuous. Hence, g: (A,SA) - (I,\) is continuous 
and h: (B,8.) - (1,0 is continuous. Thus, by Theorem h, 
fg: (A,S.) - Y is continuous and fh: (B,Sj - Y is continuous. 
ti  (C,S„) - Y   by if   c e C,  then   a(c)  ■ yQ.    Let   U e T. Define 
-1, 
Then either    yQ e U    or    yQ / U.     If    yQ  * 0,  then    a"   (yQ)   - C    and 
a_1(u) - a
_1(y0)  = C £ sc.    if   y0 / U> 
then   a~ (u) = * € Sc* 
In either case, a_1(U) £ ^.    Hence,  a    is continuous.    Hence, 
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Gl.  = fg    and is continuous, GL = fh    and is continuous, and 
GL = a    and is continuous.    By Corollary 1, G   is continuous.    Hence, 
I 
(i   is in    N.    Also,  if   x € I, then 
G(x,0)  ■ < 
f(lix)        if 0 S x SlA 
yn if l/li «x«3/li = (fy^Xx), 
Thus, f*/-1 I e. 
_f(h-bc)   if 3/h « X s l 
G(x,l)   ■ e(x),   and if    t e I, 
G(0,t)   = f(0)   ■ yQ - f(l)   = f_1(0)   = G(l,t) 
Therefore,   [f].[f]       ■ e. 
Theorem 13:     If     (Y,T)     is a topological space, yQ e Y,  and 
N    is an admitting homotopy relation,  then    (N(Y,yQ),')    is a group. 
Proof:    Let     (Y,T)    be a topological space, let    yQ  e Y, and 
let    N    be a admitting homotopy relation.    Let    [f],[g],[h]   £ N(Y,yQ). 
Let A ■ 
Let B ■ 
Let C  = 
Let D ■ 
Let E = 
(x,t)|(x,t)  e ix I and    xS 2gk] . 
(x,t)|(x,t)  s I x I and^i^xS^}. 
(x,t)|(x,t)  c I x I and   ^isx«2gk]. 
(x,t)|(x,t)£lxl and    2g±€xs;3t+12}. 
(x,t)|(x,t)  e I x I and    x 5 ^^} .    Let    S    be the usual 
product topology on    I x I.     By Definition 16, if   x e I    then 
"f(l6x)        if 0 S x S 1/16 
y if 1/16 $ x s 3/16 
[(f^^Kx)  -( g(l6x-3)    if 3/16 S x 5 1/1. 
yQ if lA?x« 3/U 
h(lix-3)      if 3A « x S 1 
, and 
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tfyrtfMW ■ { 
f (Ipc) if o s x s lA 
yQ if l/k « x 5 3/U 
g(l6x-12) if 3/U « x s= 13A6 
yn if 13/16 S x « 1^/16 
Ji(l6x-15)    if 15A6 « x s 1 
Define a function    H:  I * I - Y    by if     (x,t)   e I * I,  then ^m 
H(x,t) = J 
if   x « 
3t+l 
v. 
g(l6x-9t-3) 
fl6x-3t-12 ] 
if 
l6x 
-. 3t+12 if    X5^- 
Define    a^   (A,SA) -   (1,^)     by if    (x,t)   t A,   then    a-^x.t)  = ^ . 
Define    a,,:  (C,SC) *  (I,Xj)    by if    (x,t)  e C,  then 
a2(x,t)   = l6x-9t-3.     Define    ay   (E,Sg) -   (1,^)    by if    (x,t)  t E, 
then    a (x,t)  = l6f'ff"12.    In a manner similar to that of Theorem 11, 
3 H-3t 
it can be shown that    av a?,  and    «3    are continuous.    Hence, 
ai:  (A,SA) -  (1,^),  a2:  (0,8,,) - Cl»V'  
md    a3!  <**> "* ^ 
are continuous.     Thus by Theorem h,   fo^l   (A,SA) -Ms continuous, 
ga2:  (C,SC) - Y    is continuous,   and    hay.   (EjSg) - Y    is 
continuous.    Define    fit  (B,Sg) -I   by if    b c B, then    0(b)  - yQ. 
Let   U e T.    Then either   yQ c U    or   yQ / U.    If   yQ € U,  then 
p"1^)  - B    and    p'V)  = fhy0)  = B c SB.    If   70 / *  then 
p-^U)  =  * c   SB.     In either case,  P
_1(U)   6 Sg.     Hence,  p    is 
continuous.    Define    a:  (D,^) - Y   by if    d e D,  then    a(d) = yQ. 
In a manner similar to the above, it can be shown that   o   is 
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continuous.     Hence,   o    is continuous.     Thus, HI-  ■ fa-,     is continuous, 
= f    is continuous,  Hi. ga?    is continuous, H|D = a   is 
continuous,  and    H|p = ha,    is continuous.    By Corollary 1, H   is 
continuous.    Hence,  H   is in    N.    Also, if   x c I    then 
if 0 ? x S l/l6 rf(l6x) 
Vr if 1/16 s x € 3/l6 
H(x,0)  = {  g(l6x-3)    if 3/16 « x « l/U = [(f*Ng)*Nh
](x)' 
if l/li « x « 3/U 
h(lix-3)      if 3/U « x * 1 
f (Ipc) if 0 S x S lA 
yQ if l/U S x S 3A 
H(x,l)   ■ / g(l6x-12)     if 3/k € X « 13A6 =  [fSjjCg^lOOj 
y if 13A6 s x $ l5A6 
h(l6x-l5)     if 15A6 « x S 1 
and if    t c I,  H(0,t)  - f(0)  = yQ = h(l) ■ H(l,t).    Thus 
(*U)y ' ft||(iy)'    Therefore,  ([f]-[g])'[h]  ■ [f]«([g]»[h]). 
Therefore,   (N(Y,yQ),-)    is a group. 
Prom now on,  the symbol    N(Y,yQ)    will mean the set    N(Y,yQ) 
together with the operation    •    and    N(Y,yQ)    will be called the 
N-fundamental group of   Y   with respect to    yQ. 
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CHAPTER III 
Definition 19:    Let    (Y,T)    be a topological space and let 
y    t Y.    Let    M    be the class of all continuous functions.     Then 
M    is an admitting homotopy relation.     The fundamental group of    Y 
modulo   yQ,  denoted by TT1(J»7Q)»  is   M(Y,yQ). 
Definition 20;    Let    (Y,T)    be a topological space and let 
yQ e Y.    Let    f,g e C(Y,yQ).    Define   f*g   by if   x e Y,  then 
(f*g)(x)   -   ff(2x) if 0 S x 5 1/2. 
|_g(2x-l)    if 1/2 $ x S 1 
Then    [f]©[g]    is defined to be    [f*g]. 
Theorem lU:    Let    (Y,T)    be a topological space, let    yQ  € Y, 
and let    N    be an admitting homotopy relation.    Let    u    be the 
natural function from -^(Y^)    into   N(Y,yQ)    defined by if 
[f] C^CY^Q),  then    \i([f])    is the equivalence class in    N(Y,yQ) 
which contains    f.    Then    |ii 1^(I,70) * N(Y,yQ) is an epimorphism. 
Proof:    Let    [f ], [g]  c \{1,7Q)-    &***   ^
f3    is the equivalence 
class containing   f    in   N(Y,yQ),  and since    u[g]    is the equivalence 
class containing    g    in   N(Y,yQ),  then by Definition 16   n[*]»|i[g] 
is the equivalence class in    N(Y,yQ)    containing   t*g.    Hence, 
HtfJ.ntg]  = [f«tag].    Also, n([f]G)[g])    is the equivalence class in 
\ 
N(Y,y0)    containing    [f]©[g].    Hence, by Deflation 20, 
li(IfKCll)  = |i([f*g]).    Let    A = {(x,t)|(x,t)  t I x I    and   x « ^j . 
Let   B = ((x,t)|(x,t)  E I x I    and   x >■ ^j •    Let 
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C = [(x,t)|(x,t) e  I  x I    and '       ir}- ili < v <: M' Let    S   be the 
usual product topology on    I»I,     Define a function    F:I»I*I 
by if    (x,t)  t I x I,  then 
Kfe) 
F(x,t)  = 
if   xS t+1 T 
' otherwise 
JlY 
Define    aJ   (A,SA) ■♦ (1,^)     by if    (x,t)  e A,  then    rt(x,t)  ■ |Sj    . 
Define    p: (B,Sj - (1,?^)    by if    (x,t)  e B, then   p(x,t) ■   ^Ii"3 
In a manner similar to that of Theorem 11 it can be shown that    a 
and    p    are continuous.    Hence, si  (A,SA) - (I,Xj.)    is continuous 
and    p:  (B,S_) -* (1,0    is continuous.    Thus by Theorem h, 
fo«  (A,S.) - Y    is continuous and    gp:  (B,Sg) -I   is continuous. 
Define    Y:  (C,SC) -I   by if    c e C, then    Y(C) = yQ.    Let   U e T. 
Then either   yQ c U    or   yQ / U.    If   yQ e U, then   f"  %) = 
c    <** 
r_1(U)  = Y_1(y0)  = C e Sc.    If   70 / *,  then    Y
_1
(U)  = * e Sc.    In 
either case,  Y"1^)  € S .    Hence, y   is continuous.    Hence, F|A ■ fa 
is continuous,  FL - gP    is continuous,  and    P|c = Y   is continuous. 
By Corollary 1,  F   is continuous.    Hence,  F   is in   N.    Also, if 
x £ I,  then 
(f (Itx)        if 0 « x « lA 
F(x,0) - J yQ if 1/U S x S 3/U = («V>W. 
g(l^c-3)    if 3A « x £ 1 
F(x,l)  ■    ff(2x)        if 0 S x 5 1/2 =  (f*g)(x), 
g(2x-l)    if 1/2 * x £ 1 
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and if t e I, then F(0,t) = f(0) = yQ = g(l) = F(l,t). Thus, 
f*«g § ***• Therefore, n([f]0[g]) = n[f]»|i[g]. Hence, |i is a 
homomorphism. 
Let   M e N(Y,yQ).    Let   f e M.    Then    [f]  el^d^)    and 
|i([f])  = M.    Hence, |X   is onto.    Hence, u    is an epimorphism. 
Theorem lg:     Let    (X,S)    and    (Y,T)    be topological spaces, 
let    x    e X    and let    y_  e  Y,  let    H    be a homeomorphism from    X 
onto    Y   such that    H(xQ)  = yQ,  and let    N   be an admitting homotopy 
relation.     Then    N(X,x.)    is isomorphic to    N(Y,yQ). 
Proof:     Let    f E  C(X,x  ).     Then    f: I - X    and since    H: X -* Y, 
then    Hf I I ■* I.    Since    Hf   is continuous and 
(Hf)(0)  = H(f(0))  = H(xQ) = yQ = H(f(D)  =  (Hf)(l),  then   Hf e C(Y,y0). 
Define    o: N(X,xQ) - N(Y,yQ)    by if    [f]  e N(X,xQ),  then 
o([f])   ■   [Hf].     Let    [f]  6  N(X,xQ)    and let    f,ge[f].    By Definition 
16,  f ~ g    and there is a function   F: I * I - X   in    N   defined by 
X0 
if    x e  I    and    t e  I,   then    F(x,0)   = f(x),  F(x,l)  ■ g(x),   and 
F(0,t)  = xQ = F(l,t).    Hence,  HF:  I * I - Y    and by Definition 9(ii), 
HF    is in    N.     Also,   if    x e I,   then 
(HF)(x,0)   = H(F(x,0))   = H(f(x))   =  (Hf)(x), 
(HF)(x,l)   = H(F(x,l))   = H(g(x))   ■   (Hg)(x),   and if    t e I,  then 
(HF)(0,t)   = H(F(0,t))   = H(xQ)   - yQ  - H(xQ)   = H(F(l,t))   - (HF)(l,t). 
Hence,   Hf B Hg    and    [Hf]-[Hg].     Thus,  a    is well-defined. 
y° .       ,c Let     [f],[g]   e N(X,xQ).     By Definition 16, 
o([f]-[g])   = a([f^])   =   [H(f-;!-Ng)]     and 
a[f]-a[g]   =  [Hf]-[Hg]   =   [Hf^g].     Also,  if    f*„g £ C(X,xQ),   then 
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if 0 « x 5 l/U 
otherwise and 
(Hf*„Hg)(x)  = \ yQ 
Atffflix)) fflfdix) 
H(f*Ng)(x)   -) H(xQ) 
|^H(g(l4X-3)) [_Hg(Hx-3)    if 3A « x S 1 
'ttf (Iff)       if O S x S iA 
otherwise . 
wHg(l4X-3)    if 3/U S x $ 1 
Hence, H(f*„g)  = Hf-^g.    Hence,   [8(f^g)]  = [Hf*NHg].    Thus, 
a([f]-[g])  = c[f]«a[g].    Therefore, a   is a homomorphism. 
Let    [f]  c N(Y,yQ).    Then   f e C(Y,yQ).    Since    f    is continuous 
and 
(B"1f)(0) = H^CfCo))  = H_1(y0) = xQ = lf\y0) - r4f(l)) = (H
_1f)(l), 
then    H_1f € C(X,xQ).     Hence,   [H
_1f]   e N(X,xQ).     Hence, 
'i([H_1f]) = [HH_1f]  = [f].    Therefore,  a   is an epimorphism. 
Let     [f],[g]   c  N(X,xQ)    such that    o([f])  = a([g]).     Then 
[Hf] = [Hg]    and    Hf ~ Hg.    By Definition 16,  there is a function 
y0 
G: I x  I -+ Y    in    N    such that if    x £ I    and    t £  I, then 
G(x,0)  =  (Hf)(x), G(x,l)  = (Hg)(x),  and   G(0,t) = yQ ■ G(l,t).    By 
Definition 9(ii),  H^G: Ixl+l    is in   N.    Also, if   x £ I, then 
(H_1G)(x,0)  = H"1(G(x,0))   = H_1(Hf(x))   = f(x),   and 
(H_1G)(x,l)   - H_1(G(x,l))   = H_1(Hg(x))   = g(x).     If    t £ I,   then 
(H_1G)(0,t)  = H-1(G(0,t))  = H_1(yQ)  = xQ, and 
(H"1G)(l,t)   = H_1(G(l,t))  = H_1(y0)   ' x..     Thus, by Definition 10, 
"0 s 
V 
f ~ g.    Hence,  [f]  = [g].    Therefore,  a   is one-to-one.    Hence, 
0   is an isomorphism and    N(X,xQ)    is isomorphic to   N(Y,yQ). 
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Definition 21;    A topological space    (Y,T)    is said to be 
pathvri.se connected provided that if    a,b e Y, then there exists a 
continuous function    f: I ■* Y    such that    f(0) = a    and   f(l) = b. 
Definition 22;    Let    (Y,T)    be a topological space, let   y    e Y, 
and let    f; I -» Y   and    g: I -* Y   be continuous functions such that 
f(l) = g(0).    Then    f-"Ng    is the continuous function defined by if 
x t I, then 
f(lix) if 0 i/u 
(f*„g)(x) - (yQ if l/h 5x 5 3A. 
g(Ux-3)  inA « x s i 
Theorem 16;    Let    (Y,T)    be a pathwise connected topological 
space, let    y ,y.   e Y,  and let    N   be an admitting homotopy relation. 
Then    N(Y,yQ)     is isomorphic to    N(Y,y1). 
Proof;    Since    (Y,T)    is pathwise connected, there is a continuous 
function   p: I - Y    such that    p(0)  = yQ    and    p(l)  " J^.    Define 
p: I ■♦ Y   by if    X e I,  then   p(x)  ■ p(l-x).    Since    p   is continuous, 
then    p    is continuous.    Also, p(l)  = p(0)    and   p(0)  = p(l).    Define 
e0: I ■» Y   by if   x e I,  then    eQ(x)  ■ yQ.    Define    e^ I - Y   by 
if   x c I,  then    •,(«)  = jr..    By Definition 22, 
(py)(0)   = p(0)   - yQ   = p-(l)   =  (p»^)(l).    Hence, by Definition 10, 
p#,jP C C(Y,y  ).     Also by Definition 22, 
(PV>(°) ■ p<°) ■ yi ■ p(1} = (PV)(1)- Hence'by Definition 10' 
p#jjP e C(Y,yi).    Define a function    R^ I * I * I   by if 
(x,t)   e I x I,  then 
3U 
Hjfrjt) 
■QBi) if   x £ Jjp 0 S x S l/U, 0 « t < 1 
r othervd.se 
^p(^)       if   x^J3A?xaJ0St<l 
In a manner similar to that of Theorem 11,  it can be shown that   H, 
is continuous.    Hence, H-.    is in    N.    Also, if   x e I, then 
fp(Ux)        if 0 « X 5 lA 
^(x.O)  = J yQ if l/U « x S 3/U 
1 p(U-lix)    if 3/U «x < 1 
A>(Ux)        if 0 € x € l/U 
=  I yQ if l/U « x 5 3A -   (P%p)(x), 
\j(Ux-3)    if 3/U « x « 1 
Hjfol)  ■ y0  " eQ(x),  and if    t e I,  then 
H^t)   - p(0)   = yQ  = p(l)   ■ H,U,t).     Thus,  p*NP » eQ.     Define a 
function    flj! I x I - I    by if    (x,t)  e I x I, then 
rp (i^£)        if   x S 2g£, 0 -< x 5 lA, 0 £ t < 1 
H2(x,t)   = 
ij£, 3Asxa,o«t<i 
■ otherwise 
I- (fc)   «* 
In a manner slMlar to that of Theorem 11, it can be shown that   Hg 
is continuous.    Hence, H2    is in   N.    Also, If   x e I,  then 
H2(x,0) = 
rp(l-Ux) if 0 S x S l/U 
if l/U « x « 3/U 
, p(Ux-3) if 3/U « x € 1 
' p"(Ux)   if 0 € x « l/U 
if l/U «x $ 3/U   ■ (p*j,P)(*)i 
. p(loc-3) if 3/U € x 5 1 
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H2(x,l) " yx 
=  *!_(.*)>  and if    t € I,  then 
H2(0,t) = p(0)   - y1 ■ p(l)  = H2(l,t).    Thus, p-jjp ~ e^    Hence, 
[payp] - [eQ]    and    [p*j,p] - [«^].    Define    X: N(Y,yQ) -> N(Y,yi) 
by if    [f]  £ N(T,y0), then    X([f]) - [p»B(f*£>)].    Let    f,g € C(Y,yQ) 
such that    f ~ g.    By Definition 10, there is a function   Fl I * I ■* I 
y0 
in   N    such that if   x e I    then   F(x,0)  = f(x), F(x,l) = g(x), and 
if   t c I    then    F(0,t)  = yQ  = F(l,t).    By Definition 22, if   x £ I 
then 
rp(ljx) if 0 5 x S l/k 
if l/U 3A 
(p^(f*„p))(x)  ■ / f(l6x-12)    if 3/U « x ? 13/16        , and 
if 13/16 « x s 15/16 
p(l6x-l5)    if 15A6 « x S 1 
p(Ipc) if 0 £ x S l/k 
if l/U 3A 
(^-N(g-^NP))(x)  - J g(l6x-12)    if 3/U s x « 13A6 
'0 
if 13/16 5 x S 15/16 
P(l6x-15)    if 15/16 € x S 1 
Define    G: I   < I - Y   by if    (x,t)  e I x I,  then 
if 0 S x ?lA ^p(Ux) 
G(x,t)  = 
if lA s x « 3/U 
F(l6x-12,t)    if 3/U 5 x « ^A6'  t e I. 
v if 13/16 € x « 15/16 
J>(16X-15)        if 15/16 « x 5 1 
In a manner similar to that of Theorem 11 it can be shown that 
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°|[0,lAl x r* G|t1A,3/U] - V G| [13/16,15/16] x v md 
r,i       , ,    ,      _    are continuous.    Since    F   is in   N, then 
U|[l5/l6,l]  x  I 
Glr   /i     -,hni      T    is in    N-    Hence, by Definition 9(iv), G   is in 
|[3/4J13/1°J  
x x 
N.    Also, if    x e I,  then 
'PCIIX) 
r. 
G(x,0)  ■ / F(l6x-12,0) ■ / 
and 
'0 
P(l6x-15) 
" (p»H(fv))W. 
^p(hx) 
p(lix) if 0 « x « lA 
yQ if lA < « « 3/U 
f(l6x-12) if 3A?x« 13/16 
y if 13/16 « x S 15/16 
p(l6x-l5) if 15/16 « x « 1 
VJ 
^p(bc) if 0 € X S lA 
if l/k « x s 3A 
g(l6x-12)    if 3/h « X « 13/16 
J 
if 13/16 « x € 15A6 
P(l6x-15)    if 15/16 5x51 
G(x,l)  ■ / F(l6x-12,l) 
p(l6x-l5) 
■ (P^(gy))Wi 
and if    t € I,  then    G(0,t)  - p(0) = y1 ■ p(D  = •&»*). 
pVH(fV)  H ?,N(gV).     Hence,  if    f \g,  then ^(f^) \*J*&- 
Let   h,k  c 0(1,7, )    such that   h J k.    By Definition 10, there is a 
1 y1 
function    F. I I x I *- X   in    N    such that if   x e I, then 
F1(x,0)  = h(x), F^x.l)  ■ k(x),  and if   t « 1, then 
F1(0,t)   = y±   ■ E^l,*).     Also, 
Hence, 
N - 
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(p*„(h*Np))(x)  =- 
/p(lix) if o « x a/it 
yx if l/U s x s 3/U 
h(l6x-12) if 3/1) S x S 13/16        , and 
y if 13/16 < x s 15/16 
^p(l6x-lS) if 15/16 5xa 
^p(bx) if 0 ? x S lA 
if lA 3A 
(P%(kV))(x)  =< k(l6x-12)    if 3/k « x 5 13/16 
y if 13/16 « x S 15A6 
_p(l6x-l5)    if 15A6 « x s= 1 
Define    CL: I x I ■* Y    by if    (x,t)  e I x I,  then 
fo(hx) if 0 < x f lA 
y;L if l/L $ x =S 3A 
G1(x,t)  ■ J F1(l6x-12)    if 3/U < x 5 13/16 
y if 13/16 «X« 15/16 
vp(l6x-l5)      if 15/16 5x51 
In a manner sijnilar    to that of Theorem 11 it can be shown that 
Gi|[o,iA] x r Gi|[iA,3A] - r Gi| [13/16,15/16] x r md 
Gl I [15/16 1]  x 1    are continuous.    Since    Fi    is in    N' then 
Gl|[Vh,13/l6]xl    i-*»    N-    Hence, by Definition 9(iv), Gx    is in 
N.    Also,  if    x e I,  then 
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fp(lix) 
G1(x,0)  ■ ) P1(l6x-12,0) 
_p(l6x-l5) 
(p VhV))(x)j 
and 
/P(bc) 
Gjfr,!)  ■ < F1(l6x-12,l) 
p(l6x-l5) 
■ (p*N(kV))(x)j 
'p(lix) if (l « x « lA 
if l/U S x =S 3A 
h(l6x-12)    if 3A « x « 13/16 
if 13/16 S x € 15A6 
p(l6x-l5)    if 15A6 5x51 
/'p(Ux) if 0 « x « l/k 
if l/M x s 3/U 
k(l6x-12)    if 3/U « x S 13A6 
if 13/16 « x S 15A6 
p(l6x-l£)    if ISA6 ^ x S 1 
and if    t 6  I,  then    G^t)  ■ p(0)  = y0 = p(D - ^t).    Hence, 
P%(h-v) S   ?*„(»«*,?)•   
Hence' if   h |* then 
P':N(hV) J^V**^' 
Let    [f ]  c N(Y,yQ)      Then by Corollary 1, P^(*V>    
iS 
continuous.    Also,  (^(fa^XO)  ■ p(0) ■ yx    ^d 
(?VfV))(l)  = P(l)  = yr    Hence   ^(ty)  e 0(1,7,).    before, 
X([f])  c H(Y,y,)    and hence    X   is into.    Let    [f]  e N(Y,yQ)    and 
let   f,gc[f].    Then    f | g.    Thus   p*N(f*NP
) Ifrfaf*'    S° 
[p\(fV)]  =  [p\(gy)l ^   
X   is well-defined. 
Let    [f],[g]   e N(Y,yQ).    Then 
x([f]-[g]) = «[*y]> = GPVVV3 = [F*AeoW] = 
39 
Hence, X   is a homomorphism. 
Let     [f]   e N(Y,yi).     Then    [p^f-x^)]   c N(Y,yQ)    and 
x([p*N(f*Np)]) = [pvV
fV)j"Np] = [eiWi] = [f]-   Hence>   x 
is an epimorphism. 
Let    [f],[g]  e N(Y,y )    such that    X([f]) = X([g]).    Then 
[p*N(f*Np)]  =  [p^N(g-::-Np)]    and thus, P^Cf*^) ~ p^g*^).    Hence, 
PVWJV y/V*^6*!^ V'  ■■* eoWo f0eoWo' 
Therefore, f ~ g.    Hence,   [f]  =  [g]    and   X    is one-to-one. 
y0 
Therefore,   \    is an isomorphism.     Thus, N(Y,y )    is isomorphic 
to    N(Y,y;L). 
Uo 
SUMMARY 
In Definition 9,  the concept of an admitting homotopy relation 
is defined.    It is clear that if   N   is an admitting homotopy 
relation, then    N    is a class of functions which at least contains 
the continuous functions.    In [2], and [U],  it is shown that there 
are indeed classes of functions other than the class of continuous 
functions which are admitting homotopy relations, and in [1], it is 
shown that there is an admitting homotopy relation which actually 
produces different, non-trivial groups.    The fundamental group is 
known in some sense to count the number of holes in a space 
(i.e., the number of different types of loops at a point in the 
space) and it is hoped that there will be admitting homotopy relations 
other than the class of continuous functions which would produce 
more information about topological spaces.    This is currently an 
unsolved problem. 
It has been shown in Theorem 13 that an admitting homotopy 
relation is sufficient to insure a group.    It is an interesting 
question,  and currently unsolved,  that if you have a class of 
functions which always produces a group in the described manner 
leading to Theorem 13,  does this class of functions have to be an 
admitting homotopy relation. 
hi 
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